
Myself Jyoti Vasant Gurav usually my family and friends call me Deepa.My Birth 
Place is in Ulhasnagar ,Thane,Maharashtra.I completed my qualification in 
Ulhasnagar(Thane) from Pune University .I completed Government Commercial Diploma 
and speciliazation in Secretarail Practice (SP) and also I completed my A.V (A.M) 
as a doctor in Ayurvedic Alternative System of Medicine from Chembur Medical 
Institute of Medicine still i felt that i can study more so i studied Gemological 
study and started my business as Gemologist .I even started a small Aromatic 
bussiness .While doing bussiness i completed my Astrology from Pune Bharatiya 
Vidyapeeth and then i started to read lots of spiritual books.From last 25 years I 
am successfully doing Astrology and spiritual work.Astrology is the study of 
positions and aspect of celestial bodies in the belief that they have an influence 
on the course of natural earthly occurence and human affairs.Its a vast 
subject .Each Zodaic sign belongs to four different elements:-Fire,Air,Earth and 
Water.Fire is a positive element; this element focuses on changing energy from on 
form to another .Air is also a positive element that is associated with the 
spiritual part of life.Earth on the other hand is a negative element that is said 
and approves of people on earth .The last element is water this is to a negative 
element that tends to be mysterious.Astrologers say they can predict your life 
through this sign but often you can be very similar to other zodiac 
signs.Astrologers say that the best way to explain zodiac signs is to'imagine that 
your divine spirit is imprisoned in an earthly form,much like animals in a cage 
'.There is lot to say but I have to end it here .Atlast even today, Astrology is a 
Interesting Career not only  for youngsters but also to other people from any age 
group.Unfortunatly; the research is still in the development stages.This reason 
could be beneficial to all of us someday.
But really thanks to all my family and friends in all my journey of my life .Lots 
of near one dear one people are their .I cant express my words.Thanks to everyone 
from bottom of my heart I am here today due to help of them for supporting me 
always in all way of my beautiful life........
 With Regards,
 Jyoti Gurav


